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War is coming. The veil between the living and the dead no longer exists. Evil is running rampant

and the universe's symmetry balances on my fingertips. No big deal. Of course, nobody knows how

or when the hallows will strike, or who among us is a traitor. Hordes of vengeful spirits are

multiplying by the minute, closing ranks. Zane is poised to strike, but it's going to take more than his

killer instincts, more than swords and shadows to vanquish the hallows. Stakes are higher than

ever, yet I am determined to protect those I care about - to save the world. Restoring the veil isn't as

easy as a snap of my fingers. Nothing worth fighting for ever is. Friendship and loyalties are tested

to the limit, sacrifices of unimaginable proportions are made, but in the end, all that matters is

whether I succeed or fail. Soul Symmetry is the highly anticipated conclusion in The Raven series. A

YA paranormal romance full of love, betrayal, and an enthralling supernatural world that will leave

you hungry for more.
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This was an awesome quick read. I spent last night reading (devouring may be a better word for it). I

am a woman in her mid-thirties and have read thousands of books, but Ms. Weil can really write a

good slow burning romance. It was action packed, and I loved the sarcasm. Piper doesn't shy away

from the hard things even though she wants to which gives her a real person vibe that other writers

have a hard time conveying. It does clean up all of the long standing questions from the series quite

nicely. Who doesn't love a happy ending?!?I know I only paid $4.00 for this book compared to

others at $10.00, however, I wish someone had volunteered to edit this book prior to publishing. I



would have signed up to try to help (hit me up). I don't claim to be the queen of editing (just ask my

last boss), but an editor of some kind should have been employed. Tripping over words that are in

wrong tense, misspelled, are the wrong word altogether (insolent vs. indolent sent me for a loop), or

the fact that is and has were used together without one being deleted just makes for a very hard

read.

I love Piper and Zane. I devoured this series over the course of a couple of days. It's an easy read.

The story simple: a girl thrust into a destiny she was unaware of. The problem: Too often the author

didn't develop characters, plots, or motives in a way that made the ultimate battle a bit...meh. Sure,

saving the world is important but the deaths of those along the way need to mean something. They

really didn't here. They didn't sting. They didn't make you lose your breath. The motives behind why

things happened also really didn't make sense. The villain was a caricature. A villain for the sake of

being a villain. The premise was solid it just lacked depth. That being said it was still enjoyable.

I really liked the premise behind the entire series and I was completely caught up in the first two

books in the series. As I finished Soul Symmetry I was left wanting more. More character

development, more plot twists, a more Intense epic battle, and sadly editing was an issue. Normally

I can over look some editing problems but in this case it just seemed to add to my overall feeling of

meh. In the end everything just kind of felt rushed. Overall, I really loved Zane and Piper's

characters and for the most part enjoyed the series. I've read other books from this author and will

read her work again but in the end I found book 3 to be somewhat lacking.

This series is top notch. There were lots of things I didn't see coming, and the ending was perfect!

JL Weill never disappoints! I would 100% recommend this series to anyone. All of the questions

from the previous books were answered, relationships cemented, an epic battle... Pretty much

everything you could ask for in a final installment! I'll be in a series hangover for sure!

Loved it! The perfect ending to this trilogy! I really enjoyed reading Piper and Zane's story! I even

loved the secondary characters! This installment solved all the plot threads that were loose

throughout the story. There were many twists I wasn't expecting. Five glittery stars for a great finale!

Honestly, I love the story, I love how it was written, what I don't understand is why this author

doesn't use a proofreader before publishing this book!! Maybe it's just the Kindle version but I've



NEVER seen a book with SO many typos, misspellings, horrible grammar, totally missing words in

sentences. Is this author in such a hurry to rush this to press that she doesn't even bother reading

her own story back? What about the editor? Really ruined a lot of the story for me since it seems I

was stumbling over these things on just about every page. J.L. Weil, clean up your stories before

having them published! I should probably have given it less stars, but, as I said, I did like the story.

YES YES YES absolutely loved this book. So glad that Zane finally got his head out of his ass. I

would have liked to get to know T.J a little more and maybe have him become a reaper aswell.

There are a few things left unanswered but I can get over it for now.My one star drop is due to the

spelling errors there seem to be quite a few small mistakes throughout all of the books that really

should have been picked up but it was not enough for me to want to.stop reading.

So I loved this series but I do have a major complaint... That it is over . This WAS an awesome

series and I do not want it to end. The ending ties everything up in a picturesque HEA, which is

always appreciated. With this type of book it really could carry on to further novels without getting

old. So good.
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